
MSM Agenda 64 

For the general population, believing in the existing social, economic and political order helps them 

to feel safe and secure.  Believing that it is good and just helps to keep your fear & insecurity at 

bay. 

One of the many disinformation agendas in the Main Stream Media is their elevation of the “Elite” 

to a superior race of quality beings. In fact the opposite is true. The Elite now appears to be made 

up of demented psychopaths who are still waging historic wars & covert feudal battles between 

ancient societies which vie for power to rule the planet. 

They hide in underground castles where they carry out obscene Satanic Rituals to steal more 
power out of the flesh of their victims pain. 
Their quest for continuous International War & Fraud is just the tip of the iceberg, a cloak to hide 
the truth of their depraved existence. 
They are not superior beings, they are dysfunctional, emotionally dead, lost souls wallowing in the 
depths of human misery. 
The only thing which gives them real power is the money they have accrued to pay covert armies 

to infiltrate & wage wars to destabilise & overthrow all legitimate sovereign economies. Their need 

to destroy all Democratic States, the family, religion & successful human endeavours comes from 

their acute paranoia & fear of being destroyed. 

They fail to understand the workings of the human mind & do not realise that the general 

population just want to be happy & in a loving world. They therefore have no enemies, only the 

ones they intentionally create with their own actions. 

The criminal cartels which they use to control the societies of the world are covered up by the Main 

Stream Media, the mouthpiece of the corporate criminals. The extent of their influence has spread 

through Western Society & the world by the subversion of every human endeavour by blackmail, 

sexual perversion & murder. 

They have taken over the Justice systems, the legal profession, accountancy, politics, 

corporations, government & banking. Their control of the banking system has allowed them to 

intercept Taxpayer payments & then pay back to the failed government only half the money for use 

under their direction. 

Their actions can be witnessed & then covered up by the Main Stream Media. The Kennedy 

assassination, 9/11 Trade Centre, MH17 Ukraine airliner destruction, MH370 airliner destruction, 

Paris Brussels “Isis” attacks, Islamic refugee trafficking into Europe, & of course the overthrow 

world wide of Democratic governments.  

Most of “The Establishment” bastians of society are just a facade for some obscene criminal 
endeavour. 
These criminal cartels destroy societies by using government agencies to run drugs & child 
trafficking for their paedophile rings & parties, which are then used to blackmail more “connected” 
people. 
Music idols are the slaves of these parties, paid to perform sadistic sexual rituals which often creep 

into their music videos to contaminate the population. The agenda of “The Elite” is to use the Main 

Stream Media to normalise satanic, sexual perversion & cross gender confusion to destroy 

society’s Family Strength a create a world in their own image. 

A Satanic world. 
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